Welcome!

Examining the Core Principles: Benefits, Drawbacks, and Data

Brought to you by the CASP Board:
Introducing Alexandros M. Goudas

- Developmental Education Coordinator and Assistant Professor of English at Delta College in Michigan.


- Lead author for the *Journal of Developmental Education* article “Addressing Flawed Research in Developmental Education” (2012), a publication co-authored by Dr. Hunter R. Boylan. They were awarded the 2014 JDE Outstanding Article Award.

- Keynote speaker for several NADE-affiliated developmental education state conferences.

- 2015 MDEC Educator of the Year Award.
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Other endorsers...
Should Texas Practitioners Endorse the Core Principles?
Thank you

Marcos Molina at the **Texas Network**
The executive board members of
You are invited!
Continue the conversation on the CASP Listserv... Find directions at:

www.CASP-Texas.com

This presentation will be archived at www.theTexasNetwork.org